Pink power ranger symbol

She is described as the "big sister" of the team, and is given the element of Sky to battle evil.
Mia is the mature, intelligent, beautiful, feminine, optimistic warrior to the Power Rangers. Due
to her caring nature, Mia is also known as the big sister of her team. She is known for her
kindness and generosity and finds joy in making others feel better and helping them out. Mia is
so eager to give that sometimes her own needs get overlooked. She hoped that someday she
would find her "Prince Charming", possibly hinting that it was Kevin or Jayden. While Mia is the
more sensitive out of her teammates, she is anything but a damsel-in-distress. Mia isn't your
average female samurai, or an average samurai in general. When it comes to kicking monster
butt and saving the world, there really is almost no one more suited for the job than her. She
considers herself to be a great cook, but none of the other Rangers agree, save for Lauren , who
adores her cooking. One thing they can agree on is that Mia is a crucial part of their
monster-fighting team. She is also very compassionate, showing sympathy to Dayu after seeing
her past misfortune and even asking if she couldn't return to her past self. However, she can be
unforgiving towards those who hurt her friends. When Mia was young, she used to play with her
brother Terry by playing music. At some point after that, Mia began her training as a Samurai
who would later become a Power Ranger. Mia first appeared in Origins , where she joins the
Samurai Rangers in their first battle to save the world. After they find out what it was, she and
Kevin attacked the Nighlok, and they manage to win when the other Samurai Rangers arrive.
Mike becomes jealous that she got the Disk and not him. Mia later gives it to Mike, saying "he'll
make better use of the Disk then she can". Mia alongside her brother, Terry. She later helps the
team form the Gigazord. Kevin's Choice. Runaway Spike. Mia arriving with her team to assist
the Mega Rangers. Mia alongside Antonio appears playing the everyday fun song at a concert
that the Mega Rangers attended. Emperor Mavro episode Mia and the other Samurai Rangers
returned as part of the army of Legendary Rangers that helped the Mega Rangers defeat the
Armada once and for all, fighting in a huge battle against hundreds of X Borgs and dozens of
Bruisers. Legendary Battle. Samurai Ranger Mia morphs into her Ranger costume for close
combat and ground battles. To morph she uses her Samuraizer. To change modes she morphs
her Spin Sword into the Mega Blade. The Rangers can only access this mode one at a time. The
resulting combo is a mix of both Mega and Super modes. Mia used this mode only once in
battle. This mode appeared during the first of Trickster's illusions. This mode does not power
up nor power down Mia. Trickster Treat. This form is exclusive to SS Episode This key along
with the majority of the Core Ranger Keys are seen lining the Command Center's interior walls.
This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this
video? Ranger Costume Samurai Ranger Mia morphs into her Ranger costume for close combat
and ground battles. Illusion Mode. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The Samuraizers allows for much more than transformation, however.
The right kanji provided that it is written in the correct stroke-order can do whatever its meaning
indicates. During their samurai training, the five Rangers are seen practicing their calligraphy,
summoning up winds, leaves, and waves of water. The Samuraizer is also used to summon the
zords and forming a megazord as well as to activate Mega Mode. While the open face of both
the previous and current Samuraizers are identical, the tips are different. The previous
samuraizer had a hidden brush on the tip area, while the current Samuraizer has an LED fixture.
The modern form has a light atop the cellphone mode to execute symbol powers. It opens like a
flip-top cell-phone. Unlike older Samuraizers, the current ones don't have the ability to fold
another way into brushes. Lauren uses a previous Samuraizer design to transform into the Red
Samurai Ranger. It was passed down to her from her father, who had been the previous Red
Samurai Ranger. While mostly, it is identical to the current Samuraizers in appearance, it also
has the ability to split vertically down the middle for a brush mode used to channel symbol
power. The symbol power it generates is golden brown. The Samurai Morpher is a Samuraizer
that Antonio created himself. The Ancient Samurai Rangers have a brush-form Samuraizer
stylized from wood. It predates and is similar to Lauren's, which was handed down to her by her
father. With the call " Samuraizer! Go Go Samurai! Symbol Power is the basic power of the
Samurai Rangers, based off of Japanese kanji. Using their Samuraizers to draw their respective
kanji, or texting the kanji in Antonio's case, the rangers are able to morph, activate their zords,
attack Nighlok , and many other feats. The symbol power however, seems very draining on the
Rangers, such as when Kevin attempts to catch the SwordfishZord and he lost consciousness,
or when Antonio attempted to activate the Black Box and nearly passed out. The Great Duel.
Failed to do anything ink on paper; Mike used the wrong stroke order Origins. This wiki. This
wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Lauren and
her father's Samuraizer had a pop-up brush tip from the empty tip of the phone. Categories :.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Generate a small splash of
water ink on paper; translated by Ji as "water" Origins. Create stones Sticks and Stones ink on

paper; translated by Ji as "earth" Origins. Create gust of wind Origins. Failed to do anything ink
on paper; Mike used the wrong stroke order Origins Create blades of grass. Create confetti
Origins. Create leaves Deal with a Nighlok. Turn someone's dream into a vision Deal with a
Nighlok. Create a fishing pole A Fish Out of Water. Create disposable, talking doubles of
morphed forms There Go the Brides. Grow prehensile vines from a plant Forest for the Trees.
Create a piece of paper Jayden's Challenge. Form Battlewing Megazord. Summon Spin Sword
Unexpected Arrival. Used to transform Clawzord The Tengen Gate. Summon a portal into a
dream world Broken Dreams. Summons rocks Super Samurai episode. Creates a strong wave of
water Shell Game. Produces an underground tunnel Shell Game. Teleport home The BullZord.
Produce a brick wall Runaway Spike. Used different kanji strokes of the character to Master
Xandred , the strokes combined to the kanji character binds him Samurai Forever. Kimberly Ann
Hart is a fictitious character in the Power Rangers universe. Played by American actress Amy Jo
Johnson during the first three seasons of the show, plus on the two feature films of the
franchise, Kimberly has the longest tenure of any female ranger in the series' history, and fourth
overall. Kimberly is one of the original five Power Rangers chosen by Zordon when Rita Repulsa
attacked Earth following her release from containment. She, along with her close friends Jason
Lee Scott , Zack Taylor , Billy Cranston and Trini Kwan , was one of the five teens chosen by
Zordon to receive a great power, drawn from the spirits of the prehistoric animals. Throughout
the series, she is the member of the team most likely to fire off a sarcastic or witty retort.
However, as the series progresses, she becomes a deeper and kind-hearted person, due to
experiences such as switching bodies with the nerdy Billy Cranston [4] and being turned into a
punk after Baboo administers a potion to one of Kimberly's drinks. Kimberly is a capable
gymnast and was often shown training and using her abilities in fights against Rita's forces, as
she fought with a blend of gymnastic maneuvers, elbows and kicks. She often uses the
environment around her as a springboard for her attacks and is often needed to defeat
monsters with visible weaknesses, such as the archery-based Snizzard and the Terror Toad.
Kimberly's best friend is Trini Kwan , with whom she starts a petition for environmental
awareness [11] and volunteered to become "Big Sisters" to Maria, a young girl who needed
guidance. Caplan apologized to both Kimberly and Trini for accidentally switching the forms.
When Trini leaves for a Peace Conference in Switzerland, Kimberly becomes close with Trini's
replacement, Aisha Campbell, with whom she shops with everyday. When Tommy Oliver
transfers to Angel Grove, Kimberly becomes attracted to the young man on the spot [15] and
becomes visibly upset when Tommy's demeanor toward her becomes hostile. After the spell
was broken, Kimberly apologized for her behavior, noting the two were friends and offering to
dance with him. In show's second season, Kimberly controlled the Firebird Thunderzord.
However, Kimberly shows a clever and intuitive side to her and was able to stall Goldar with
convincing Rita imitations. Irritated with reminders of Rita abusing him, Goldar was forced to
retreat and her friends saved her. Tommy and Kimberly's relationship, [21] [28] as well as
Kimberly and Aisha's friendship, [29] were tested many times by Lord Zedd, but the
relationships always maintained intact. When Tommy and Kimberly ran against each other to
become class president, they bickered until Tommy conceded the race. In the show's third
season, Kimberly remains on Earth with the flu while her friends travel to the planet Edenoi to
help Dex, the Masked Rider; as a result, Kimberly battles a monster, Repellator, despite her
illness. Midway through season three, Amy Jo Johnson requested that Kimberly be written off
the show because she wanted to pursue other opportunities in acting. The character was
accommodated with a episode story arc focused on Kimberly, leading up to her departure.
Kimberly and Aisha adopt a stray white cat, "P. Lord Zedd kidnaps Kimberly and uses her as
ransom for the other Rangers, but they rescue her. Zordon disconnects Kimberly's connection
to the Morphing Grid, forcing her to receive power from the other Rangers, much like Tommy
had when he was losing his Green Ranger powers; Tommy consoled Kimberly through this
time, as she had done previously for him. Meanwhile, Kimberly caught the interest of a
gymnastics coach, Gunthar Schmidt, and began training for the preliminaries of the Pan Global
Games. However, this event breaks Rita's spell over Katherine, who calls an ambulance and
convinces Kimberly not to give up on gymnastics. Katherine also returns Kimberly's Power
Coin back to her. When Zordon allows Kimberly to give up her Ranger duties to participate in
the Pan Global Games, which occurred in Florida, Kimberly chose Katherine to replace her as
the Pink Ranger, ending her appearances on the show. The Power Rangers must fight Jason
and Kimberly until they are both cured of the evil influence by the wizard Lerigot. Shortly after
Maligore's defeat, Kimberly was last seen cheering on Jason, Tommy and Adam in their martial
arts tournament. Studios , set during her early years as a ranger. An alternate version of
Kimberly also appears in the comic, first introduced as part of the " Shattered Grid " crossover
event. This version of Kimberly hails from an alternate universe in which Tommy chose to stay

with Rita, becoming the evil Lord Drakkon and conquering Earth. Kimberly and the other
rangers formed a resistance group, but she was captured by Drakkon and brainwashed into
becoming his henchman, now dubbed the Ranger Slayer. After Drakkon was captured while
attacking the main universe, she and her Gravezord are sent to retrieve him but inadvertently
emerges too far in the past. She attempts to attack the command center, but is found by her
past self, who attacks her and breaks Drakkon's mind control. To make up for her actions under
Drakkon, Ranger Slayer saves this dimension's Tommy, preventing his death in the future, and
is recruited to the Promethea base to help stop Drakkon's final plan. Following the
reconstruction of the multiverse, Ranger Slayer and the Promethea are left drifting in a
seemingly empty void, where she leads a new team of rangers in searching for a way home.
Kimberly stars in a comic book miniseries published by Boom! After handing her powers over
to Kat, Zordon uses the Sword of Light to activate the latent pink energy within Kimberly to
make her a ranger once again. In Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Movie , Amy Jo Johnson
portrayed a similar version of her character from the television series, who endowed new
powers from warrior Dulcea and becomes the Pink Ninja Ranger; she harnesses the spirit of the
crane and controlling the Pink Crane Ninjazord to defeat Ivan Ooze with her team. Unlike the
television series, Kimberly's Pink Ranger costume is more of an armor than a formfitting
spandex. Kimberly appears in the film adaptation , played by English actress Naomi Scott. A
former 'mean girl' cheerleader at the school, Kimberly was removed from the cheerleading team
and punished with detention for the remainder of the year after leaking a photograph of an
ex-teammate, and former friend, in a compromising position. The largely negative reaction to
the photograph forces Kimberly to realize how cruel her actions were for the first time. After
falling out with her old friends, she cuts her hair short to represent the desire for change and
new beginnings. Later that night she hikes up the mountains near the mining quarry and goes
swimming to clear her head. She runs into Jason, who gave Billy a ride up to the quarry earlier
that evening, and is subsequently present when Billy blows up the cliffside revealing the Power
Coins. When the team is unable to morph, Kimberly confides in Jason that she believes she is
the cause, as she cannot bring herself to tell her personal story to the team. He consoles her
and tells her to be the person she wants to be and to not let past mistakes define her. Kimberly
eventually joins the Rangers in the battle against Goldar and Rita. In the teaser trailer, Kimberly
is shown to be romantically involved with Jason when they kiss in his room, though this scene
didn't appear in the film. In another deleted scene, she is shown to have a white father and an
Indian mother just as Naomi Scott has in real life , who don't approve of her new haircut. Amy
Jo Johnson makes a cameo appearance alongside Jason David Frank at the conclusion of the
film as part of a crowd of civilians watching the battle between the newly formed Megazord and
Rita's monster, Goldar. Kimberly has been criticized for being too stereotypically female. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. One of the Power Rangers. Main article: Power Rangers
Boom! Retrieved The Baltimore Sun. Los Angeles Times. Retrieved August 13, Retrieved 20
January Retrieved 31 March Ono Power Rangers characters. Categories : Television characters
introduced in Power Rangers characters Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Fictional cheerleaders
Fictional female martial artists Fictional female ninja Fictional gymnasts Fictional singers
Teenage characters in television Fictional archers Female superheroes. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Articles using Infobox
character with multiple unlabeled fields Articles which use infobox templates with no data rows.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Power Rangers character. Amy
Jo Johnson as Kimberly. Turbo: A Power Rangers Movie. Portals Access related topics. Power
Rangers Samurai and Super Samurai are the and seasons of Power Rangers , respectively,
telling the story of the battle between the Samurai Rangers and the evil Master Xandred's
Nighloks. The Samurai Rangers are descendants of samurai who reside at the Shiba House,
their base of operations and use the kanji-based power called Symbol Power, which is passed
down from one generation to the next. Symbol Power allows them to turn thoughts into power
and summon various objects. Once becoming a Ranger, they must stay clear of their friends
and family to keep them safe from becoming a target of the Nighloks. They use a Gap Sensor to
detect the presence of a Nighlok and its whereabouts. When a disk is attached to it, the Spin
Sword acts as a praxinoscope and it powers up depending on the disk itself. The Spin Swords
can be transformed into each of the Rangers signature weapon. The Gold Ranger has a
personally unique weapon: The Barracuda Blade, which acts similar to the spins swords in the
sense that it can also utilize Samurai disks. Upon entering battle, the team morphs by calling
"Go, Go Samurai! Jayden Shiba is a young man directly descended from the Shiba family. He
was raised since childhood by Mentor Ji after his father gave him the Lion Folding Zord before
his final battle. He is the substitute 18th leader of the Samurai Power Rangers. Jayden is

generally calm and serious, though he considers others' feelings and is willing to do anything
to help his friends. Jayden is always concerned for the other Rangers, even once attempted to
leave and fight alone to put them out of risk and initially refused to allow Antonio to join them
for the same reason. His excellent fighting skills make him the target of a mysterious
half-Nighlok, half-human warrior named Deker, who wants to find a formidable opponent for his
katana Uramasa. It is hinted several times that he is keeping a secret from the other Rangers,
which often troubles him but he reminds himself it's for their safety. Being the only Ranger that
can master a special sealing character that can seal away the leader of the Nighloks: Master
Xandred, the other Rangers are very protective of him and are often willing to put themselves in
harms way for his safety, which constantly troubles him. As the series progress he becomes
more open with them and accepts the fact that they are a team. In a fight against Deker, Deker
states that he has become weaker because he relies on his teammates now as opposed to
fighting alone as he did previously. Mentor Ji assures him this is not true and that he brings
honor to all the Red Rangers before him. Jayden's secret is finally revealed in the episode
"Fight Fire with Fire. After Lauren takes her place at the Shiba House as the true Red Ranger,
Jayden decides to leave the Shiba House no longer having any purpose there much to the other
Rangers dismay. After one final battle with Deker, the other Rangers convince him to return
before the reawakening of Master Xandred. After Lauren's Sealing Symbol failed to forever seal
away Master Xandred, she relinquishes leadership of the team back to Jayden. After the final
battle, Jayden stays at the Shiba house with Mentor Ji, finally learning to have fun now that his
samurai duties are over, with Mentor Ji even giving him a new red colored guitar as a victory
gift. He would later appear to provide assistance to the Power Rangers Super Megaforce ,
allowing them to make use of the Double Disc to battle an enemy. He and his teammates would
then join the army of veteran Rangers who battle alongside the Megaforce Rangers against the
Armada. As the Red Ranger, he is the Samurai of Fire and his personal weapon is the Fire
Smasher, with the Bullzooka serving as his secondary weapon. When piloting a zord he morphs
into his Mega Mode form. Using the Shogun Buckle he can access Shogun Mode. Kevin is a
young man who gave up his dream of swimming in the Olympics to become the Blue Samurai
Ranger. Due to his strict upbringing, he is extremely enthusiastic and takes his Ranger duties
very seriously. His fierce loyalty and enthusiasm brings much comic relief. He lives a very
disciplined lifestyle and is never late due to his self-planned daily training schedule. Kevin is
also the engineer behind many of the Samurai Combinations, having figured out how to
combine the Samurai Battlewing with the Megazord. He was initially unreceptive towards
Antonio, as he felt Antonio was not a true Samurai and was "just goofing around" but after
seeing Antonio's dedication, he finally accepted him as a true Samurai. Kevin is the closest in
terms of skill to Jayden. As such Kevin is typically the one to lead the other Rangers in
Jayden's absence. He also appreciates Mike's creativity, however the Green Ranger's lazy
nature tends to annoy him. Nevertheless, the two of them work well as a team. After the final
battle, Kevin goes back to his swimming career, planning to train for the Olympic qualifying
tournament. The Dragon Disk allows him to use his signature move "Dragon Splash". He can
also use the Swordfish Disk with his Hydro Bow to fire a special healing mist. When piloting a
zord he morphs into his Megamode form. Mike is an avid video gamer and the lazy rebel of the
group. He is very close friends with Kevin and Emily. Mike also wants to be as strong as Jayden
and therefore sometimes trains rigorously to improve his skills. Being the slacker of the group,
he is very irresponsible and once skipped out on training when he felt that he was not doing
well to hang out with his old friends. He can also be somewhat cocky and tends to joke around,
but he is kind and usually means well. While Mike is not as skilled as Jayden and Kevin, Mike is
very crafty and tricky sometimes outwitting what would otherwise be a difficult enemy. His
creativity is what allows him to defeat tough opponents. He often clashes with Kevin; however
they are still the best of friends. He respects Kevin's stronger technique but will often deny it.
Mentor Ji had trouble training him at first due to his lifestyle, but later they become more
cooperative and Mike improves his Symbol Power, allowing him to access the powers of the
Beetle Disk. Throughout the series, it is hinted that Mike has feelings for Emily. This is
confirmed when, by the final episode, they are now in a relationship and Mike plans to travel
with Emily back to her home to help care for her sister. The Bear Disk allows him to use his
signature move "Forest Vortex". He can also use the Beetle Disk with his Forest Spear to extend
its range and power. Mike is portrayed by Hector David, Jr, who was one of the handful of
veteran Ranger actors to appear in the Super Megaforce finale. Emily is a country girl and the
youngest member of the team who becomes the Yellow Samurai Ranger. She is close to her
older sister Serena who had been training to be the Yellow Samurai Ranger. When Serena
became ill, Emily stepped up to take her place. Emily is deeply respectful of Jayden and wants
to help the team in any way she can. As a child Emily was severely bullied, and as a result she

has rather low self-esteem, often putting herself down and saying she is clumsy and not fit to be
a Ranger. Emily used an old saying " Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will
never hurt me " to help her get through her childhood. She can also be seen playing a flute, due
to her sister playing a flute to make her feel better every time someone picked on her. She
idolizes Mia and strives to become more like her. As the series progresses, she becomes more
confident and braver and no longer doubts herself or her abilities. It is occasionally implied that
she reciprocates Mike's feelings for her. After the final battle, Emily goes back home to care for
her sister, along with Mike, with whom she is now in a relationship. She pilots the Ape Folding
Zord. The Ape Disk allows her to use her signature move "Seismic Swing. When piloting a zord
she morphs into her Megamode form. Using the Shogun Buckle she can access Shogun Mode.
Emily is portrayed by Brittany Anne Pirtle , who later returned for the Super Megaforce finale as
part of the veteran ranger army. As a child, she is portrayed by Lara Hodgson. Mia Watanabe is
a strong-willed girl who acts as the big sister to the team. She loves children and worked at an
orphanage prior to becoming the Pink Samurai Ranger. Though she is a terrible cook none of
the Rangers can stomach her cooking except for Lauren , Mia tries her best in order to achieve
her dreams and she thinks her cooking is brilliant. Mia's maturity brings the team together and
comforts any one of them that's feeling down. She also acts as an idol to Emily, who wants to
be more like her. She is the second ranger to access Super Samurai mode and shogun mode
after Jayden. It is later revealed that she has a younger brother named Terrence who she calls
Terry for short, and also that she is a singer. She was somewhat sympathetic towards Dayu
after she witnessed the tragic events that befell Dayu but then later develops a strong hatred of
her after Dayu attacked Emily while Mia was trying to reason with her. After the final battle, Mia
enrolls in a culinary academy, much to the others' relief. She would later join the Rangers in
Super Megaforce who united to face the final attack of the Warstar Armada. She pilots the Turtle
Folding Zord. The Turtle Disk allows her to use her signature move "Airway. Using the Shogun
Buckle, she can access Shogun Mode. Mia is portrayed by Erika Fong. Antonio Garcia is a
fisherman and the tech wizard of the group. He happened to be a childhood friend of Jayden,
training alongside him and receiving the Octozord from him and making a promise to aid him as
a Samurai. He is considered to be Jayden's opposite, being hyperactive and expressive as
Jayden is reserved and stoic. He is the only Ranger who is not of Samurai descent. With his
technological skills he created his own Morpher out of a trashed cellphone and by reverse
engineering the Octozord. He also developed a way to channel symbol power through texting
on his Morpher which allowed him to communicate with the Octozord. He is a very skilled cook,
primarily with sea food, and will regularly prepare meals for the team. He is also shown to be a
very skilled singer and guitar player. When Antonio first appears he saves the other Rangers
from the Nighlok Vulpes. In the subsequent episode he explains his past and his intent to join
the team. However, Ji initially refuses to let Antonio join on the grounds that he lacks the proper
training and discipline, and Jayden sides with this decision out of concern for Antonio's safety.
However, when the Rangers are completely overpowered by the Nighlok Steeleto, they
reconsider and allow Antonio to join. After the final battle, Antonio goes on a global cruise ship
fishing expedition. He would later appear in Super Megaforce alongside his teammates as part
of an army who came to the aid of the Megaforce Rangers. As the Gold Ranger, he is the
Samurai of Light and his personal weapon is the Barracuda Blade a wakizashi that he uses in
his high speed slash attacks, reminiscent of Iaido. The Barracuda Blade's special attack is the
"Barracuda Bite", which slashes an enemy multiple times with energy strikes at incredible
speeds. He pilots the Octo Zord and the Claw Zord. He also controls the Light Zord as his
secondary weapon which can also be enlarged to fight alongside the Megazord. The Light
Zord's Signature move is the "Scattershot. Antonio returns in Super Ninja Steel. Antonio is
portrayed by Steven Skyler. As a child, Antonio is portrayed by Connor Kerrigan. As the head of
the Shiba House, Lauren is the actual Ranger who can master the special Sealing Symbol,
passed down from previous generations and thus has a much stronger fire power. Because of
this, she stayed in hiding while Jayden took her place to draw the Nighloks attention away from
her. When she finally masters the Sealing Symbol that can defeat Master Xandred, she returns
to the team. However, she did not appear with the team when they joined the veteran Ranger
army in Super Megaforce. She is kind and friendly to others, and a bit more open unlike Jayden.
She cares deeply for her younger brother and was saddened by his departure from the team like
the other Rangers. She is the only Ranger who enjoys Mia's cooking, much to the other
Rangers' amazement. As the true Red Ranger, she possesses all the same weapons and powers
as Jayden, and her fighting skills are greater than Jayden's and has greater fire Symbol Power
than her brother. Lauren uses the older version of the Samuraizer originally her father's which
has a brush mode for writing Kanji as opposed to the modern versions which have LEDs
instead. During the Shattered Grid storyline in Boom! Studios comics, when all of Ranger

history was attacked by Lord Drakkon, an evil alternate version of Tommy Oliver, Lauren was
the sole survivor of the Samurai Rangers, retreating into the past to join the original Power
Rangers as they fought against Drakkon. In the process, she briefly formed a relationship with
Jason Lee Scott , the original Red Ranger and leader of the forces arrayed against Drakkon, but
this relationship was erased when Drakkon's final defeat undid his entire invasion. Lauren
Shiba is portrayed by Kimberley Crossman. Lauren is the first-ever and only female red ranger
in Power Rangers franchise history. She is also the third overall female leader second in regular
series in the Power Rangers franchise. Mentor Ji is the Rangers' sensei who helps them in their
samurai training and provides the team with information on their enemies. He raised Jayden
from a young age and trained him to take arms as the Red Samurai Ranger. Like the rangers, he
can use symbol power to perform various tasks. Farkus "Bulk" Bulkmeier, a supporting
character from the early years of the franchise, is once again portrayed by Paul Schrier. In his
latest misadventure, Bulk becomes inspired by the newest Ranger team to appear and becomes
determined to shape Spike, the son of his best friend Skull , into a great Samurai. Unfortunately
for Spike, Bulk often deludes himself about his own abilities. He attempts to become a Samurai
with Bulk's misguided help, often with failed results. He has a very snorty laugh and also a habit
of laughing at inappropriate moments, such as Bulk getting hurt. He also has a crush on Mia the
Pink Samurai Ranger and his most prized possession is a stuffed toy panda named Sammy.
Jayden's father is the previous Red Ranger before Jayden. In his last few moments he's able to
seal Master Xandred away, but the seal had not been perfected so it wasn't permanent. He gave
Jayden the Lion Folding Zord. Portrayed by Steven A. The villains of the season are the
Nighloks, vicious demonic beings that reside in the Netherworld and need to bathe in the Sanzu
River 's waters once in a while or else they dry up. Their goal is to flood the Sanzu River with
the sorrows of humans and into the crevice from the Netherworld to the Earth. The most
powerful of the Nighlok, Xandred is prone to frequent violent outbursts, usually directed at the
failure of his subordinates to destroy the Rangers. He seeks to cause the Sanzu River to flood
with the despair of humans, allowing him to enter the world of the living and conquer it. His rage
was originally endless until he heard the sound of Dayu's Harmonium. Master Xandred was
sealed within the Netherworld years ago in a battle with the last team of Samurai Rangers led by
Jayden's father, who perished after using his symbol power to imprison Xandred. Xandred
possesses enormous strength and power, easily able to overpower the Samurai Rangers in
their first encounter, and is proven to be a capable swordsman. Power energy radiates from his
body that can sometimes incapacitate him but has also been shown to create new Moogers and
Spitfangs. However he displays a number of fatal weakness as well. Because of the incomplete
seal that the original Red Ranger placed on him, Xandred's power is not at its peak. Not only
that but he constantly suffers from a headache that only Octoroo's sake-like medicine and the
music from Dayu's harmonium are able to soothe. Like other Nighlok, Xandred's body dries out
if he's not in the Netherworld, although he dries out much faster than any other Nighlok whether
or not this is a result of the seal on him, it is never stated and it takes longer for the Sanzu
River's polluted water to soak back into Xandred's body. He plans to go to Earth through a gap.
Though Octoroo advises him not to, Xandred makes his return to Earth planning to destroy
Serrator along with the Samurai Rangers. Instantly Xandred starts to dry up, but he fights the
Rangers anyway and completely overpowers them. Jayden goes to take him on with his
Bullzooka, but Xandred manages to block all the shots. He is able to defeat Jayden even in
Super Samurai Mode, leaving him badly hurt and unable to stand up. Afterwards, Xandred
repairs and gives Dayu back her harmonium. Xandred is about to completely dry up when
Octoroo brings him into the Netherworld to rejuvenate, sinking to the bottom of the Sanzu River.
This ends up giving Serrator the opportunity to take over Xandred's ship and split world in two.
In "The Sealing Symbol," Xandred states that with his power renewed, he is unstoppable. When
Dayu is starting to succumb to her injuries, Xandred puts her out of his misery and assumes a
stronger form. Xandred moves fast enough to knock the Rangers down as the Samurai Rangers
work to keep Xandred from attacking Lauren. When Lauren writes the Sealing Symbol and fires
it towards Xandred, it has no effect on Xandred as he emerges with a white patch that
represented Dayu's human side that keeps him from drying out and immunizes the Sealing
Symbol as well. Xandred attacks the Samurai Rangers as Jayden uses a teleportation symbol to
get the Samurai Rangers away from Xandred. Xandred then takes a kimono that Dayu had
dropped and retreats back to the Netherworld. After Octoroo holds a brief memorial for Dayu,
Xandred states that she has served her purpose and that it is time to invade Earth. He begins
the invasion on Earth by unleashing the waters of the Sanzu River upon the Earth. Xandred tells
Octoroo that they have yet to defeat the Samurai Rangers. Xandred confronts the Rangers
during their fight with an army of Moogers. Jayden plans to attack the white spot on Xandred
that Dayu's humanity is on while the other Samurai Rangers fight the Moogers and the

Spitfangs. Jayden uses his Super Spin Sword on the white patch but Xandred states that he
can't be defeated that easily. Xandred then uses his Netherwind attack and the Flames of the
Netherworld to take down the Rangers. Xandred is surprised the Rangers will not beg for mercy,
even in defeat so he plans to go after Lauren expecting them to beg for her. In the final episode
"Samurai Forever," the Rangers chase him down and attack him with everything they have.
Jayden then uses the Second Shiba Fire Disk as their trump card. The Rangers put all the
symbol power they have left into one final strike which slashes Xandred in half. In his final
moments before his destruction, Xandred brags to the Rangers that they may have beaten him,
but the Nighloks will rise again one day. Before becoming a Nighlok, she was a human who was
a newlywed to Deker. But a fire implying to have been set up purposely by Serrator burned their
house down and injured Deker leaving him with moments left to live. A mysterious Nighlok
appeared later revealed to be Serrator who offered Deker's life back in exchange for her
humanity. When she accepted the deal, Deker indeed lived on but as half-human, half-Nighlok
with no memory of Dayu. Dayu then became a Nighlok herself with only her shamisen which
was once her decorative lute by her side to remind her of her past. Of all the villains, Dayu is the
only one who cannot let go of her past once making an attempt to reclaim it by kidnapping
brides and using their tears to create a wedding dress. Her plan failed due to the Rangers'
interference, though she is saved by Deker. She is a powerful fighter as she took down both
Kevin and Mia at once. Her shamisen which she calls her " Harmonium " has a hidden short
sword in the neck which she uses for battle. She has a habit throwing the baki of her instrument
at Nighloks' she gets angry at. In "Broken Dreams," Master Xandred was getting tired of Dayu's
failure and breaks her shamisen causing her to go to the human world and fix it with a musician.
Mia pursues Dayu only for them to be put under a sleeping spell by Rhinosnorus. Mia witnesses
Dayu's past in a nightmare. After the sleeping spell wore off, Dayu attacked Mia who wanted to
help Dayu after what she saw only to retreat when Emily arrived. In "Trading Places," Dayu
meets with an outcast Furry Wart on a river stream where she plans to find a way to end Master
Xandred's life for casting her out and breaking her harmonium. In "Kevin's Choice," Dayu finds
the part of Deker's sword and is approached by Serrator who offers to fix Dayu's harmonium in
exchange for the info on where Deker is. Dayu is wondering if Serrator is lying until she finds
Deker in the forest. Dayu learns from Deker that his sword Uramasa had taken the blow in the
fight against Jayden. She and Deker crash the battle between the Power Rangers and Skarf
where they attack Skarf in order to unleash Skarf's true power. Soon after Serrator heads to a
cliff, Dayu senses her Harmonium presence and heads after Serrator. After she manages to
catch up with Serrator, she fights him only to be knocked down by Serrator. In "A Stroke of
Fate," Dayu tries to convince Deker not to trust Serrator and Antonio begs him to reconsider his
role in the battle between Humans and Nighloks following him remembering his past memories.
Yet Dayu was unable to convince Deker to not trust Serrator. Dayu and Octoroo send Fiera to
help take down the Red Ranger. Dayu and Octoroo were surprised that the Fire Flashers didn't
fully consume Jayden and suspect that Jayden isn't the head of the Shiba Clan. Dayu then
senses that Deker is gone as Octoroo tells her to play her Harmonium to help recharge Master
Xandred. Dayu declares that her Nighlok fate is sealed and that she has nothing left to lose as
she unleashes the Moogers and some giant Moogers on the marina. Dayu then plays the
Harmonium as Mia confronts her. Mia ends up slashing Dayu and her Harmonium where the
Harmonium's destruction ends up unleashing a lot of misery which is enough to restore Master
Xandred. Dayu then tells Master Xandred that she always pays her debts. In "The Sealing
Symbol," an injured Dayu collapses on Master Xandred stating that she played it for Deker and
that it was the end of her sadness. Dayu stated that she wasn't truly a Nighlok. Master Xandred
puts Dayu out of her misery as he absorbs Dayu's human half to serve as his defense against
the Sealing Symbol and keep him from drying out. All left of her was her kimono, which is
thrown to the Sanzu River by Master Xandred. Dayu was presumably reunited with Deker in the
afterlife. He is usually reading old books, mixing Master Xandred's medicine, or checking the
water level of the river. Everyone, including Master Xandred, calls him "Noodle-Face. He also
seems to be highly skilled in black magic and a gifted potioneer, as he is easily able to poison
the Red Ranger singlehandedly. Like Dayu and Serrator, he seems to be able to stay in the
human world indefinitely without drying out. Octoroo usually begins his sentences with the
exclamation "Ooh ah ooh! Octoroo is often teased by his peers for his unusual appearance and
the dislike seems to be mutual as he has shown annoyance toward the Nighlok monsters and is
distrustful of Deker. The only exceptions being Master Xandred, whom he is very loyal to, and
Dayu, whom Octoroo seems to care about and actually admits being saddened by her passing.
Dayu and Octoroo were surprised that the Fire Flashers didn't fully consume Jayden and
suspect that Jayden isn't the true head of the Shiba Clan. In the episode "The Great Duel"
Octoroo gave half of his life source to Gigertox to prepare him for battle. He is armed with the

katana Uramasa and called by Xandred as the Cursed Warrior due to being half-human. Deker
was once married to Dayu before becoming half-human. As a human, he was a samurai and was
given the blade Uramasa by Dayu. But when a house fire almost kills him, Dayu surrendered her
humanity to Serrator to revive him. However this erased his memory and turned him half-human
half-Nighlok cursed to forever wander with a thirst for battle. Due to being a half-human, Deker
has the ability to assume human form and transverse between the Netherworld and the land of
the living without relying on the Sanzu River for survival. He considers the Red Ranger to be his
greatest challenge since Uramasa's blade became radiant. Deker is able to remember his past
as Dayu's husband. Eventually, Jayden allows Deker to injure him allowing him to get close
enough to finish Deker off. Deker's sword Uramasa is broken and half of it gets struck into the
ground nearby. Deker thanks Jayden for the Ultimate Duel before vanishing in a puff of smoke
while falling off the cliff. In "Kevin's Choice", Dayu finds a piece of Uramasa as Serrator arrives
to prevent Dayu from throwing the broken part away. Dayu later finds Deker alive in the forest.
Deker tells Dayu that Uramasa took the damage for him as she tells him about Serrator's offer.
With a backup sword, Deker joins Dayu into attacking the Rangers where Deker fights Jayden
stating that he is now a "sword for hire" ever since Uramasa broke. Deker and Dayu then attack
Skarf in order to unleash Skarf's true power. In "Trust Me", Deker accompanies Serrator and
Dayu to Monalua, where they use a special ash to make its inhabitants paranoid. Deker fights
Jayden and Mia, where Deker defeats them and states that Jayden has become weaker for
relying on his teammates to help him than fighting him solo. Following Malden's destruction,
Jayden uses his Bullzooka when confronted by Deker who asks if Jayden has stated fighting
with blasters now. After Jayden destroys the fires spreading the ash and lifting the paranoia
spell, Deker was prepared to fight Jayden only for Serrator to tell him that he has bigger plans
for him. Deker than leaves with Serrator and Dayu as Serrator summons a Papyrox and two
giant Spitfangs to cover their escape. Serrator reveals his plans to Deker and promises him he
will be free of his curse if he helps him. In the following episode "A Stroke of Fate," Deker
returns to the ruins of his home as he begins to remember some of his past memories. Dayu
tries to convince him not to trust Serrator and Antonio begs him to reconsider his role in the
battle between Humans and Nighloks, to no avail. Once Deker reobtains Uramasa, he betrays
Serrator and strikes him down, leaving the Rangers to finish him off for good. With both
combatants weakened, Deker rises and finds himself too tired to lift Uramasa. Deker then starts
hallucinating where he sees Dayu in human form, telling him that she doesn't want to lose him
again. Deker then charges towards Jayden only for Deker to be taken down by Kevin. Before
disintegrating, Deker declares himself free. It is presumed that he and Dayu were reunited in the
afterlife. Deker is portrayed by Ricardo Medina, Jr. He can teleport, emit electricity, elongate his
claw, and wields a weaponized Shaku in combat. Serrator officially debuted in "Something
Fishy" where he had been at the bottom of the Sanzu River and was revived by Master
Xandred's recent power surge. He arrives aboard Master Xandred's ship to offer his services
and revealing himself to be the one who sent Switchbeast. He shows off his heightened powers
by obliterating an army of Moogers with a single blast and manages to convince a skeptical
Master Xandred of his loyalty and asks for permission to enter the human world to scare
enough humans to flood the river. Once on Earth, he introduces himself to the Rangers, and
during their battle seems to have the Rangers beat, with all of the weapons they wielded unable
to affect him. Serrator even cuts a piece of paper into a shape and creates Papyrox from it. In
the nick of time, Antonio arrives and manages to use the Lightzord to successfully damage
Serrator. Serrator then leaves commenting that the Rangers had "passed the test" for now.
Briefly after this, Serrator goes to attack the city again only to be met by the Rangers. He
overpowers the Rangers again. Just as he is about to finish them off, Mia arrives only to be
knocked down by Serrator. She manages to damage Serrator using her Super Airway Finisher.
Before retreating, Serrator creates another Papyrox which is accompanied by some Giant
Moogers and two Giant Spitfangs. In the episode "Kevin's Choice," Serrator appears before
Dayu to prevent here from disposing the half of Uramasa that was broken during Jayden and
Deker's battle. Serrator then makes a deal with Dayu, offering to fix her Harmounium and
Uramasa as long as she help him. He has Dayu send the message to Deker who Dayu had no
idea was still alive. He instructs Dayu and Deker to crash the battle between the Rangers and
Skarf and unleash Skarf's true power. Serrator gives Dayu a special dagger and tells Deker that
he will play a part in mankind's destruction. When Serrator is taking too long to get back to
Dayu on repairing her Harmonium, she ends up confronting him which leads to an altercation
where Serrator defeats Dayu. When Master Xandred is placed in the depths of the Sanzu River
to recuperate, Serrator takes over his ship with no opposition. Serrator's plan is finally revealed
in the episode "A Crack in The World" where Kevin notices how all his attacks form a straight
line on the map. Serrator reveals during his next attack his true motives are to crack open the

Earth so that the entire Sanzu River floods in, trapping Master Xandred in the Nether Worlds and
heightening Serrators power to the point where he is equal to none. This will allow him to
become the ruler of both worlds as well as create a new domain of his own. To finally complete
the spell starting in "A Crack in the World," he needed Deker to break the final point with his
sword Uramasa. Serrator claimed that in doing so, Deker would also be free from his curse.
Serrator fights with Jayden, Mia, and Emily until Deker appears and Serrator gives Deker
Uramasa in order to slash the barrier so that Deker can be free. Serrator is then betrayed by
Deker at the last minute where he slashes Uramasa as Deker only worked with Serrator to get
Uramasa fixed. Knowing his plans are ruined after the holes to the Netherworld close up,
Serrator goes into an enraged fury before battling the Rangers once more. After taking a hit
from the Bullzooka and the Cannon Strike attack, they defeat Serrator. Serrator then grows as
the Rangers summon the Megazords. The Gigazord uses the Shogun Strike on Serrator which
he catches. Jayden then summons the Shark Zord which combines with the Samurai Gigazord.
Before he succumbs to his injuries, Serrator exclaims that he was supposed to split open their
world, not get split in half himself. Professor Cog is a cog -themed robot with a wrench for a
right arm and a screwdriver for a left arm who comes from the alternate future of Power Rangers
RPM. He can attack with Electro-Turbines and Hypno-Bolts. He and an army of Grinders
escaped to the Samurai Rangers' reality to seek help from Master Xandred in order to level up
and collect some of the water of the Sanzu River for his boss Venjix. He says that he will help
them in exchange for taking down the Samurai Rangers. With this plan, Professor Cog plans to
wipe out the last people in his reality by poisoning them with the Sanzu water. After the effects
of the Hypno-Bolts were negated thanks to Mentor giving them a special seal, Jayden and Scott
then fought Professor Cog, who sends Sergeant Tread to attack. In the Super Megaforce
season, a rebuilt Professor Cog appears with his arms now flipped and tricks the Megaforce
Rangers into going to the RPM universe's Cornith for the Falcon Zord, while he leads his
Grinders to their universe's version of earth to conquer it. Unfortunately, Professor Cog meets
resistance from Prince Vekar's Armada, who are also trying to conquer earth, before being
destroyed again by the Megaforce Rangers. Professor Cog is voiced by Cameron Rhodes. The
Furry Warts are a yellow furred ball-like soot settling in roof of Xandred's Junk. They attempt to
be annoyingly repeating people's words while giggling. In "Trading Places," a Furry Wart was
cast out by Master Xandred and found on the river stream by Dayu, and appeared throughout
the rest of the series, until the end, when it is stepped on by Master Xandred. They are armed
with swords and bows. There were also Flying Moogers for aerial attacks which first appear in
"Jayden's Challenge" to assist Robtish. There are other Moogers equipped with blasters, but
the even stronger ones are the Master Blasters which have professional hats and take many
Moogers to carry starting with "Trust Me. In "Party Monsters," the Moogers that were slain by
the Rangers were shown in the Nighlok Heaven catering the Halloween party that the defeated
Nighloks attended. The Spitfangs are secondary foot soldiers that resemble skull-like, eyeless,
crocodile -heads with a killer whale -like body, and Nozuchi -like arms and legs. They can
breathe fire quite readily. Like the Moogers, Spitfangs can be enlarged to fight the Zords. Each
Spitfang comes in two different colors: gold and blue. The Papyrox are giant origami -based
monsters created by Serrator, who carves out their shapes from a piece of paper. The Papyrox
are considered to be stronger than the Moogers and the Spitfangs. Some versions of the
Papyrox wield double-bladed swords. They are dependent on waters from the Sanzu River for
survival, therefore needing the negative emotions of humans to keep it from drying out. They
are trying to expand the Sanzu River to make it flood into the human world so the Nighlok can
rule both worlds. All Nighloks have an ability to enter the living world through cracks and
narrow gaps. When a Nighlok is destroyed once, it can grow into a giant Mega-Monster on its
own that the Rangers need to use the Megazord to defeat. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template
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Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Power Rangers is
an American entertainment and merchandising franchise built around a live-action superhero
television series, based on the Japanese tokusatsu franchise Super Sentai. Despite initial
criticism that its action violence targeted child audiences, the franchise has been commercially
successful. As of , Power Rangers consists of 28 television seasons of 21 different themed
series and three theatrical films released in , , and In , Haim Saban , creator of the series,
regained ownership of the franchise. It was previously owned for seven years by The Walt
Disney Company. In , Hasbro was named the new master toy licensee. Since Power Rangers
derives most of its footage from the Super Sentai series, it features many hallmarks that
distinguish it from other superhero series. Each series revolves around a team of youths
recruited and trained by a mentor to morph into the eponymous Power Rangers, able to use
special powers and pilot immense assault machines, called Zords, to overcome the periodic
antagonists. In the original series Mighty Morphin , the wizard Zordon recruits " teenagers with
attitude" against Rita Repulsa. When "morphed," the rangers become powerful superheroes
wearing color-coded skin-tight spandex suits and helmets with opaque visors ; identical except
in individual rangers' color, helmet design, and minor styling such as incorporating a skirt.
Morphed Rangers generally possess enhanced strength, durability, agility and combat prowess.
Some possess superhuman or psychic abilities such as super-speed, element manipulation,
extra-sensory perception or invisibility. Rangers teams operate in teams of three to five, with
more Rangers joining the team later. Each team of Rangers, with a few exceptions, obeys a
general set of conventions, outlined at the beginning of Mighty Morphin and implied by mentors
throughout many of the other series: Power Rangers may not use their Ranger powers for
personal gain or for escalating a fight unless the enemy does so , nor may the Power Rangers
disclose their identities to the general public. As in Super Sentai , the color palette of each
Power Rangers team changes every series. Other colors and designations also appear
throughout the series. The idea of adapting Sentai series for America emerged in the late s after
the agreement between Toei Company and Marvel Comics to exchange concepts to adapt them
to their respective audiences. Toei, with Marvel Productions , created the Japanese Spider-Man
television series, and produced three Super Sentai series, which had great success in Japan.
Several years later, another idea to adapt Super Sentai began in the 80s when Haim Saban made
a business trip to Japan, in which, during his stay at the hotel, the only thing that was being
transmitted on his television was the Japanese series Super Sentai. At that time, Saban was
fascinated by the concept of 5 people masked in spandex suits fighting monsters, so in , he
produced the pilot episode of Bio-Man , an American adaptation of Choudenshi Bioman , which
was rejected by several of the largest American television stations. Production of Power
Rangers episodes involves extensive localization of and revision of original Super Sentai
source material in order to incorporate American culture and conform to American television
standards. Rather than making an English dub or translation of the Japanese footage, Power
Rangers programs consist of scenes featuring English-speaking actors spliced with scenes
featuring either Japanese actors dubbed into English or the action scenes from the Super
Sentai Series featuring the Rangers fighting monsters or the giant robot Zord and Megazord
battles with English dubbing. In some series, original fight scenes are filmed to incorporate
characters or items unique to the Power Rangers production. The American arm of Bandai , who
co-produced the Sentai shows and manufactured its toys, worked with the adaptation of the
Japanese names. A brainstorming among executives led to "Power Rangers", and for the
specific show that would be made, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers , evoking the transformation
sequences. The meeting also brought up the term "Zord" for the giant robots, to invoke both the
sword that the Megazord carried, and the dinosaurs that were the team's theme. Along with
adapting the villains from the Super Sentai counterparts, most Power Rangers series also
feature villains with no Sentai counterpart. Exceptions to this includes Mighty Morphin , Zeo ,
Lightspeed Rescue and a few others which only use villains adapted from the Japanese shows.
It lasted for three seasons from to Saban Entertainment distributed Power Rangers from until
the end of , and Fox broadcast the series until the fall of This resulted in the closure of MMPR
Productions and the dismissal of many members of the production. Several ABC affiliate
broadcasting groups, including Hearst Television , declined to air the series due to the lack of
FCC-compliant educational and informational content. The Saban-era seasons used the
"Saban's Power Rangers" moniker. Although Mighty Morphin , Zeo and Turbo occasionally
used the Saban Entertainment wordmark albeit mostly for advertising , this did not become
commonplace until In Space. Wild Force also used the "Saban's Power Rangers" moniker
pre-production prior to the Disney buyout before production began. Since the re-acquisition of
Power Rangers by Saban in , this practice has continued once again starting with Samurai , and

will continue with the Hasbro-era seasons. From until its discontinuation in , Jetix aired reruns
of the series, branded as Power Rangers Generations , and showcasing select episodes from
Mighty Morphin through Dino Thunder. Production manager Sally Campbell stated in an
interview, " A new toy line accompanied the series and appeared in stores in the later part of
The block itself ended in fall To commemorate the series' 20th anniversary, Nickelodeon began
airing Power Rangers Megaforce on February 2, , featuring all of the past rangers from the
series' year history in the last episode of the season. On October 1, , Saban Brands announced
that it had extended agreements with Nickelodeon and Bandai America Incorporated through for
its globally recognized Power Rangers franchise. In May , Saban Brands and Lionsgate
announced that they are planning to produce a new Power Rangers feature film, and would
hopefully launch a Power Rangers film franchise. RJ Cyler, who starred in Power Rangers
stated on August 20, that Hasbro has yet to announce any plans for a movie sequel. The plot
will reportedly involve time travel and will be set in the s. In January , Saban and Nickelodeon
extended their broadcast partnership through The first six seasons beginning with Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers and ending with In Space followed an overarching, evolving storyline.
The second season began the annual tradition of the Rangers acquiring new Zords to battle
enemies while the core suits from the first season were used, except for that of the White
Ranger. With the fourth season, Zeo , Power Rangers began following the Super Sentai series'
practice of annual Ranger suit changes. Although the seventh season, Lost Galaxy , had ties
with the preceding season, it was otherwise the first season to follow a self-contained story, as
would later seasons of the show up until the seventeenth, RPM. The season also began the
tradition of team-up episodes featuring Rangers, villains, and other characters from past
seasons. Beginning with the eighteenth season, Samurai , the show returned to a multi-season
format similar to Mighty Morphin Power Rangers , with self-contained storylines told across two
seasons each. During its second season, and the twenty-seventh season overall, Beast
Morphers would later reveal itself to be a direct sequel to RPM. The Power Rangers franchise
has also generated three theatrical motion pictures. The first two are distributed by 20th
Century Fox , and the third film released in by Lionsgate. Power Rangers has long had success
in international markets and continues to air in many countries, with the exception of New
Zealand, where the series filming takes place as of [update]. As of , Power Rangers aired at least
65 times a week in more than 40 worldwide markets. Since the acquisition by Saban Brands,
international television distribution rights for Power Rangers have been managed by MarVista
Entertainment until early Broadcast in East Asian territories has been treated differently from in
other international markets due to the prevalence and familiarity of 'the Super Sentai brand
originating in Japan. Power Rangers was briefly banned in Malaysia for supposedly
encouraging the use of drugs because it contained the word "Morphin'" in its title, which could
be associated with morphine. The show eventually aired without the offending word. Power
Rangers Mystic Force is the latest season to be broadcast in Japan on Toei Channel in January
, with the Magiranger cast voicing their counterparts. Zeo and S. On March 12, , Shout! Factory
announced a home video distribution deal with Saban, which includes the first 17 series of
Power Rangers. Factory released the first seven seasons on DVD in August , [87] seasons
8â€”12 in November , [88] a year collection in December , [89] and seasons 13â€”17 in April On
February 15, , Saban Brands announced that their year partnership with Bandai would end in In ,
Boom Studios won the Power Rangers comics license, which brought a lot of award-winning
publications. In November , Insight Editions released Power Rangers: The Ultimate Visual
History , detailing the various toys and television seasons over the franchise's year run. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Power Rangers disambiguation. American
entertainment and merchandising franchise. The current logo for the Power Rangers franchise.
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leader of the team. Ninja Sentai Kakuranger. Rita also enchants a new Australian exchange
student Kat Hillard into slowly draining Kimberly of her Ranger powers, until the spell is broken;
when Kimberly ultimately leaves to train for the Olympics, she entrusts Kat to be her
replacement amongst the Power Rangers. When Rita's father Master Vile comes to Earth, he
turns back time, turning the Power Rangers, and many of their friends, into children. Zordon

calls upon his proteges, the Alien Rangers of Aquitar, to fill in for the Rangers' duties. While the
team of Delphine, Corcus, Cestro, Tideus, and Aurico protect the Earth from Master Vile's
monsters, they also assist the Rangers in building a machine that would return the child
Rangers to their proper ages. Unfortunately, only Billy is able to return to normal, as the
machine - which required the Power Coins as a power source - is stolen by Rito and Goldar; as
a result, Rita and Zedd choose to destroy the coins. The child Rangers then travel throughout
time to gather the fragments of the Zeo Crystal to bring time back to normal. During her journey
in Africa, Aisha meets Tanya Sloan and realizes that she can do more to help stop the sickness
plaguing the wildlife. She sends Tanya back with her piece of the Zeo Crystal. Chouriki Sentai
Ohranger. With the Zeo Crystal restored and time brought back to normal, the Rangers are
caught off guard when Goldar and Rito steal the crystal and destroy The Command Center.
Although Zordon and Alpha are fine and their headquarters rebuilds itself into the Power
Chamber, they warn the Rangers that the Machine Empire is planning on conquering the Earth,
and the Rangers must use the power of the Zeo Crystal to become the Zeo Rangers to battle
them. Billy decides to uses his scientific prowess to work on the Zeo Zords and other
machinery, and his presence in the destruction of the Command Center leaves him unable to
receive the powers of the Gold Ranger, Trey of Triforia , but Jason returns instead and gets the
Gold Ranger powers himself, although they turn out to be temporary. Billy soon begins to age
rapidly, a side effect from the regenerator he used to return to his normal age, and leaves Earth
to be healed on Aquitar. Gekisou Sentai Carranger. The space pirate Divatox sets her sights on
conquering the Earth, with the Turbo Rangers and eventually the intergalactic police officer the
Blue Senturion combatting her monsters. After an injury, Rocky retires from being a Power
Ranger and chooses year-old Justin Stewart as his replacement. Tommy, Adam, Tanya, and Kat
soon follow, choosing T. Zordon and Alpha 5 also leave for the former's home planet of Eltar,
putting Dimitria in his place, as well as the upgraded model Alpha 6. Denji Sentai Megaranger.
After Divatox succeeds in destroying the Power Chamber, she is called off the planet to
participate in Dark Specter's evil alliance in conquering the universe. Upon Zordon's orders,
Andros reluctantly sacrifices him and shatters his energy tube, releasing a wave of energy that
vaporizes Dark Specter and most of his armies, purifies Lord Zedd, Rita, and Divatox, and frees
the universe from Dark Specter's control. Seijuu Sentai Gingaman. The governments of the
Earth decide to send out an experimental space colony Terra Venture, on which Leo Corbett
stows away to join his brother Mike on the journey to find new planets. When it encounters a
wormhole on the Moon, Leo, Mike, Kai Chen, and Kendrix Morgan go through it and encounter
Maya and her planet Mirinoi which is under attack from Scorpius and his minions, led by
Trakeena. Mike later returns after it is revealed the Magna Defender has been using his body as
a vessel to fight Scorpius' monsters along with the Galaxy Rangers. Kendrix ultimately risks her
life to save the Pink Space Ranger, Cassie, and is killed by a backlash blast from the Savage
Sword, which was draining Cassie's life force; the Pink Quasar Saber is later found by Karone,
sister of the Red Space Ranger Andros, and she is chosen by Kendrix's spirit to become the
new Pink Ranger. They later must fight Captain Mutiny and his space pirates after they are
transported to the Lost Galaxy. Kyuukyuu Sentai GoGoFive. They are later joined by Dana's
long lost brother Ryan. Mirai Sentai Timeranger. When the mutant Ransik and his daughter
Nadira escape custody of the Time Force police in the year by stealing the very prison, they
travel back in time to , but not before seemingly killing the Red Time Force Ranger Alex. They
are ultimately joined by Eric Myers of the present-day organization the Silver Guardians, who
uses the Quantum Morpher and Quantasaurus Rex to join the fight. Hyakujuu Sentai Gaoranger.
Fox Kids Eps. They are later joined by Merrick Baliton, one of the original Wild Force Power
Rangers who used a forbidden power to defeat the Master Org 3, years in the past, after he is
freed from the power in the present. Ninpuu Sentai Hurricaneger. Jetix ABC Family. When the
evil Mesogog appears to bring the Earth back to the Mesozoic age, Dr. Tommy later joins them
as a Ranger, once more, as well as Trent Fernandez-Mercer, adopted son of Tommy's once
colleague Dr. Anton Mercer, whose body serves as Mesogog's vessel. Tokusou Sentai
Dekaranger. In the year , the Space Patrol Delta police force protects the galaxy from the
Troobian Empire's forces. They are later joined by Sam, a young boy they save from the
Troobian Empire who in the future becomes the Omega Ranger, as well as Cruger, who
becomes the Shadow Ranger, and technical expert Dr. Kat Manx as the Kat Ranger. Jetix Toon
Disney Eps. They are eventually joined by Udonna's old friend Daggeron, who becomes the
Solaris Knight, aided by his genie Jenji, as well as Udonna herself as the White Ranger, and her
long lost husband Leanbow, who has been trapped as the evil Koragg since falling in battle 20
years prior. GoGo Sentai Boukenger. They are later joined by Tyzonn, member of a search and
rescue team from the planet Mercuria, who has a past with the Fearcats. Juken Sentai
Gekiranger. The Pai Zhua, or "Order of the Claw", has protected the world from the evil spirit of

Dai Shi for nearly ten thousand years. Angered by this slight, Jarrod attempts to steal Dai Shi's
vessel, only to become possessed by his spirit. Mao, who falls in battle, entrusts in best student
R. Engine Sentai Go-onger. A malicious and rapidly evolving computer virus known as Venjix
has ravaged the Earth, leaving the surviving members of humanity to huddle for safety in the
force field protected city of Corinth. They are later joined by Gem and Gemma, two twins of
nebulous origins whom, like Doctor K, were kept at the corrupt military think-tank codenamed
"Alphabet Soup"; both were initially presumed dead during Venjix's attack. A rebroadcast of the
first thirty-two episodes of the first season of Mighty Morphin Power Rangers with an updated
opening sequence and visual effects added to the original episodes. Samurai Sentai
Shinkenger. They are later joined by Jayden's childhood friend Antonio Garcia as the Gold
Ranger, who is instrumental in unlocking the group's Super Mode. They are later joined by the
Robo Knight in his fight against the Toxic Mutants. With the Warstar Empire's forces increasing
their invasion, Gosei gives the Rangers new morphers to assume Super Mega Mode, allowing
them to call on the powers of all of the previous Power Rangers. They are joined by Orion, the
last remaining citizen from the planet of Andresia. Zyuden Sentai Kyoryuger. When the
intergalactic bounty hunter Sledge comes to Earth looking for the Energems, entrusted to an
alien known as Keeper who lost them during the asteroid bombardment that resulted in the
extinction of the dinosaurs, the Dino Charge Power Rangers are formed to wield the Energems
and keep them out of the hands of Sledge, and later a sinister outlaw known as Snide. Shuriken
Sentai Ninninger. The Ninja Steel Power Rangers are assigned to protect an item called the
Ninja Nexus Prism from the forces of Galvanax, the champion of the universe's most popular
intergalactic game show - Galaxy Warriors - who wants the Prism, which contains six magical
Ninja Power Stars, to become an invincible force of destruction. Brody Romero, Preston Tien,
Calvin Maxwell, Hayley Foster, and Sarah Thompson must master the arsenal of throwing stars,
Zords, and Megazords, all made from the titular legendary "ninja steel", to stop Galvanax's
warrior contestants sent to Earth to retrieve the Prism, the Steel and the Power Stars for him. It
isn't much longer until Brody's long-lost brother Aiden is found - going under the country
musician alias Levi Weston to stay off of Galvanax's radar; Levi then becomes the Gold Ranger
of the team. After Galvanax's defeat, his former general Madame Odius rises from the shadows
with her own sinister agenda. Tokumei Sentai Go-Busters. With powerful gear, Zords, and
robotic companions known as Beast Bots, the Rangers must fight off an evil sentient computer
virus named Evox who is bent on taking over the source of all Ranger power, the Morphin Grid
itself, along with his cohort Scrozzle and evil clones of original Ranger candidates Blaze and
Roxy. Child prodigy and Grid Battleforce scientist Nate Silva later becomes the Gold Ranger
after he is kidnapped and forced to build a body for Evox, which instead becomes Steel - a
half-human Beast Bot with the ability to become the Silver Ranger. Kishiryu Sentai Ryusoulger
[49] [50]. When a threatening army of powerful alien beings is unleashed on Earth, a brand-new
team of Power Rangers are recruited to deal with the threat. Turbo: A Power Rangers Movie [52].
David Winning and Shuki Levy. Power Rangers [53] [54]. Dean Israelite. Untitled Power Rangers
film reboot [55]. Morph Symbols These symbols are used by the Samurai Rangers to morph.
Horse Symbol This symbol is used to summon a horse. Combine Symbol This symbol is used
to combine the Folding Zords into one form. Fun Symbol This symbol was used by Mike to
summon confetti. Leaf Symbol This symbol is used by Mike to summon leaves. Vine Symbol
This symbol is used by Mike to summon vines. Paper Symbol This symbol is used by Jayden to
summon paper. Merit Symbol This symbol is used to form the Battlewing Megazord. Smoke
Symbol This symbol is used by Jayden to summon smoke to prevent Vulpes from spying on
him. Live Symbol This symbol is used by Antonio in an attempt to revive the Clawzord. Big
Symbol This symbol is used by Antonio to summon the Clawzord. Rock Symbol This symbol is
used by Emily to summon rocks. Tidal Wave Symbol This symbol is used by Kevin to summon a
tidal wave. Hole Symbol This symbol is used by Emily to make a hole in the ground. Home
Symbol This symbol is used by Jayden to teleport Cody home. Gigazord Symbol This symbol is
used in conjunction with the Folding Zord symbols as a finisher. Binding Symbol These
symbols were used to bind Master Xandred in their final battle with him. You must log in to post
a comment. Just ask Lionsgate, who has been keeping track of which Rangers get the most
shout outs on social media as they donate to the Thirst Project. She makes the bottom of this
list by default. She is a bit of an adrenaline junkie though, which can make her reckless. Kat
Catherine Sutherland was only the second person to don the Pink Ranger uniform. Overcoming
the brainwashing of Rita Repulsa, she eventually became an ally and was given a spot on the
team. The downside is that Kat is actually her strongest self before she even becomes a Power
Ranger. When Kimberly passes her place on the team on to Kat, though, Kat suddenly becomes
the typical damsel in distress. It really is a shame because she shows so much potential before
she wears the pink suit. This might seem like a small thing, but it marks a break in Pink Ranger

tradition and a shift toward making the Pink Rangers their own people instead of variations of
the same character. Though Kat and Cassie are outwardly very different from Kimberly, at their
cores, they are still cut from the same mold. Dana, on the other hand, is a paramedic when she
joins Lightspeed Rescue , intent on becoming a doctor, something she achieves after her stint
as the Pink Ranger. After finishing her time as a Ranger, she returns to the fold to use her
powers two more times to assist other teams: in Power Rangers Time Force and in Super
Megaforce. Despite being a little reckless and quick to find trouble she even gets turned into a
vampire at one point , Vida is still kind and incredibly loyal, something all Pink Rangers share.
Funnily enough, before her tenure as the Pink Ranger, she hated the color pink. Like many of
the Pink Rangers who came before her, Mia Erika Fong is incredibly kind hearted and optimistic.
Shelby Camille Hyde could have had a cushy life if she just accepted that her father wanted her
to one day take on his ice cream business. Shelby is a bit more rough around the edges than
your typical Pink Ranger, ready to get down and dirty instead of taking a trip to the mall. In the
end though, she always puts the team first. Kimberly, like her successor Kat, has a penchant for
getting herself kidnapped or caught in the middle of a fight. Kimberly though does take on quite
a few monsters on her own, and she even has quite a few family heirlooms that are turned into
monsters that she manages to defeat and get back by the end of the episode. Make sure they
can all protect themselves by going to Zordon to get the power coins. Sydney learns quickly
from her mistakes though. She lets him share hers, learning that she should think about other
people, not just her own wants and needs. The only Pink Ranger to have lived much of her time
as a villain, Karone Melody Perkins used to go by the name of Astronema, loyal servant of Dark
Specter, someone even Rita and Zedd feared. Kidnapped as a child and raised by evil forces,
Astronema spent all her time thinking the Power Rangers were responsible for the deaths of her
parents before discovering that her own brother was actually a Power Ranger. Her appearance
there is never really explained other than that she heard about it and felt she had to do
something. Not only can Emma access those of the Pink Rangers that came before her, but any
of the Rangers, including those with more powerful skill sets than the Pink Rangers usually
have. Emma, unsurprisingly, has one skill that many Pink Rangers before her have also had.
Kendrix and her friends end up pulling special swords from stones that make them a new
version of the Power Rangers. Kendrix shows immense bravery and skill before she ever ends
up in the Pink Ranger suit. Kendrix is practically a perfect Pink Ranger. Though Kat was well
into her Pink Ranger stint, Kat was overtaken by monsters and it was Cassie, however
reluctantly, who came to her aid with a future Red Ranger. Cassie, with no special powers or
abilities helped to fight off a group of monsters so that Kat could get to safety and then wanted
to stay with her even after the Power Rangers showed up. Cassie was nearly the opposite of the
Pink Rangers that the show had presented when she debuted. She was extremely cautious, not
ready to rush into danger, but she was heading out to Angel Grove on her own to see where life
took her. Once she became the Pink Ranger, she was a team player, though she did let herself
get distracted by everyday things like starting a band or cute boys once in awhile. Like the rest
of her team, she was willing to go into space without her Turbo Ranger abilities to track down a
missing Zordon, and then was willing to live in space aboard the Astro Megaship until they
could find him. Following her tenure as a Power Ranger, and after Zordon sacrificed himself to
rid the galaxy of evil, Cassie also came to the aid of the Lost Galaxy Rangers when their old
enemy, the Psycho Rangers, were revived and targeted the new group of Rangers. For Indiana
Jones meets Power Rangers , Operation Overdrive took the Rangers to the ruins of ancient
civilizations all over the world in the quest to stop evil. Luckily for them, they had Rose Rhoda
Montemayor who knew just about everything about, well, everything. In addition to being able to
build robots, she studied ancient legends, knows Morse code, and knows a thing or two about
nuclear robotics which is not just a field made up for the show. On top of all of that useful
knowledge, Rose is also a capable fighter, taking on monsters throughout the series on her own
multiple times. Unlike many of the other Pink Rangers, Rose also managed to defeat them, not
just stall them until help
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arrived. So, if Rose is so great, who gets the honor of the number one spot? Could there be
any other choice for the top Pink Ranger of all time? Jen had a pretty rough go of it at the start
of the series. While she was the team leader and strategist, her boyfriend was actually the
action man on the team. That Red Ranger was killed in the line of duty, kicking off the events of
the series. While her emotional response to his death is to get vengeance, which makes her
singularly focused some of the time, it also motivates her to do the right thing for the people of

the future, no matter what. Even if that right thing means she might have to sacrifice her own
future for the greater good. What do you think? Do we get the Pink Ranger rankings right? Or
were we way off the mark? Amanda is a freelance writer in Florida. She holds a Psychology
degree and loves superheroes and serial storytelling. By Amanda Bruce Published Mar 21,
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